
Sales analytics is the strategic use of data analysis to
enhance sales performance and drive revenue
growth.

Well-suited AnalysisData Interrogation

Flexible data platform Predictive Modeling

 Involving in-depth analysis of sales data to
extract insights that inform sales strategies
and drive growth.

Unified platform, facilitating efficient data
management, integration, and analysis to
enhance decision-making and drive sales
performance.

Fundamental pillar driving performance
improvement through customized
examination and interpretation of data.

Utilizing advanced algorithms to anticipate
sales patterns and optimize strategies for
improved performance.

53% of surveyed

organizations attribute

poor sales data quality to

inaccurate and

incomplete data.
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Sales Analytics Pillars

What is Sales Analytics?

Big 
Data

Lightening up
your

 Sales Path 

Sales analytics is used in
identifying, modeling,
understanding and
predicting sales trends
and outcomes while
aiding sales management
in understanding where
salespeople can improve.
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Sales Analytics: Types & Metrics Checklist

Sales Analytics KPIs Use Cases

Lead Generation

Customer Sentiment Analysis

Tracking Sales Productivity

Sales Forecasting

Increase Income

Define objectives and goals for sales
analytics.

Determine the key data sources
needed to gather the required
metrics

Ensure data quality & integrity by
cleaning and validating the collected
data.

Determine key sales metrics and
KPIs, such as revenue, sales growth,
conversion rates.

Set up a centralized data analytics
platform for data integration and
analysis.

Analyze and explore the data using
statistical methods, data mining
techniques, and machine learning
algorithms.

Utilize data visualization techniques
to present insights clearly and
facilitate understanding.

Apply insights to optimize sales
strategies and processes

Iterate on sales analytics initiatives
to adapt to changing business needs
and market conditions.

Continuously monitor sales
performance against targets and
benchmarks.
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